BEERS ON TAP

BEERS ON TAP
HOPS

SESSION
H-E-DOUBLE HOCKEY STICKS*
HELLES LAGER/ IBU 25 / ABV 5%

Traditional, golden, southern German lager with
soft, bready malt notes and a kiss of floral hops - 6

OUT OF OFFICE

HOPPY PILSNER / IBU 28 / ABV 5.6%

We brewed an awesome Pilsner, then dry-hopped it up with Citra hops.
The aroma is amazing, and the beer is refreshing and ready for wherever
your day takes you! - 6

PUT ME IN, KOLSCH!*

SAMPLER #1

GERMAN-STYLE KOLSCH / IBU 25 / ABV 4.9%

JOE IPA
IPA / IBU 70 / ABV 6.9%

This IPA was originally called SAM - which stood for the hop-build; Simcoe,
Amarillo, Mosaic. Then we heard that this was a trademark issue with a
large craft brewery in the northeast, so we had to change it. What’s in a
name? JOE it is! - 6

APOCALYPSE
IPA / IBU 70 / ABV 6.8%

This West Coast style IPA is our flagship beer. We can talk about how good
it is, but we’d rather you just give it a run for yourself. Apocalypse Now! - 6

Light, crisp, refreshing golden ale. Perfectly balanced and well rounded,
this is 10 Barrel Denver’s all day, every day go to beer. - 6

EMERALD SHADOW*

PRINZ PILS*

Soft notes of Key Lime mingle with bolder hop-driven flavors and aromas of
apricots and peaches in this easy, alluring, almost fruit- smoothie-like IPA- 6

A perfectly harmonious expression of
beer’s four main ingredients: malt, hops, water, and yeast. None overtakes
the others, but they’re all ready to party! - 6
GERMAN-STYLE PILS / IBU 37 / ABV 5%

DARK QUEEN
GERMAN DUNKEL / IBU 22/ ABV 4.5%

The Dark Queen is brought to you by Jose Ruiz. Flavors of toasted bread
crumbs and soft malt sweetness surrunder to a subdued chocolate aftertaste
that is light and refreshing. - 6

SIDEWAYS LIGHTNING*

SAMPLER #3

AMERICAN HEFEWEIZEN / IBU 7/ ABV 5.3%

Unlike its German cousin with its flavors and aromas of banana and clove,
the American variant is clean cut, allowing the wheat and a kiss of floral
hops to shine. Smooth, easy, and summery, this beer is as refreshing as a
summer shower. - 6

WILD CARD -6
FORTUNA*

SAMPLER #6

Spritzy with a bouquet of fresh
lemons and oranges, this modern interpretation of a classic farmhouse ale
makes the perfect summer patio sipper. - 6
AMERICAN SAISON / IBU 15 / ABV 5.8%

THE HERRMANNATOR*
MAIBOCK / IBU 25 / ABV 7.6%

Strong German spring lager boasting rich malt depth, subtle sweetness,
and a complex, dry finish. Like any good lager, this beauty retains its
supreme drinkability despite its heft, and will have you feeling handsome
in no time.

CUCUMBER CRUSH
AMERICAN SOUR / IBU 10 / ABV 5%

What’s more refreshing than a cold glass of tap water? A
cold glass of cucumber tap water.I think you know where
we’re going here...we added cucumbers to our sour Berliner
Weiss to give you a nice refreshing substitute to tap water. - 7

QUIET STORM*

SAMPLER #4

COLORADO CHERRY GOSE / IBU 3 / ABV 3.6%

A state as rich and diverse in its flora and fauna as Colorado deserves to
be celebrated. This Colorado-style fruited sour with Palisade cherries does
just that. Over 60 pounds of hand-pitted cherries lend subtle floral, fruity
qualities that complement the salinity of this classic German beer. - 6

KYLE CLARK*

SAMPLER #7

COLORADO PEACH & ROSEMARY SOUR/IBU 3/ABV3.4%

What’s more Coloradical than Kyle Clark, our infamous local newscaster?
Palisade peaches. Over 100 pounds of fresh peaches define this Coloradostyle fruited sour, while a few sprigs of rosemary provide a uniquely
refreshing counterpoint. Lose the suit and break in the patio furniture with
this summer session beer! - 6

SWILL

SAMPLER #9

AMERICAN RADLER / IBU 10 / ABV 4.5%

You might be asking yourself, what is an American Radler? Well, it’s the
perfect blend of American Sour ale and multiple layers of citrus. In other
words, it’s the Ultimate Summer Crusher! - 6

AMERICAN IPA / IBU 40 / ABV 6.7%

JUICY FRUIT

SAMPLER #10

IPA / IBU 47 / ABV 5.8%

This is the juice box for adults. Simcoe, Mandarina Bavaria, and Galaxy
hops deliver a juicy hop experience that is accentuated by a mellow malt
sweetness. It’s good to be a grown up. - 6

SECRET SAUCE*
AMERICAN IPA / IBU 40 / ABV 6.7%

Our ever-rotating and always delicious house IPA. This version boasts
intensely bright hop notes of blueberries, mango, and Sauvignon Blanc
grapes. When in doubt, sauce it up!! - 6

WHITE BRONCO*

SAMPLER #5

WEST COAST IPA/ IBU 60 / ABV 7.9%

Hazy does not equal juicy, bright does not equal bitter, and this lip-smacking
IPA is proof that your beer does not need to look like murky bong water
to deliver all the hoppy goodness that you want. Notes of tangerine,
piney resin, and guava create a mosaic of flavors of what IPA canand should- be. - 6

PEARL IPA

DOUBLE IPA / IBU 75/ ABV 7.8%

The first beer Whitney brewed in the Portland brewhouse, the Pearl IPA is
the Portland pub’s best-seller. A perfect marriage of old and new-school
IPAs, with classic notes of pine & grapefruit alongside bright tropical mango
& guava - 7

SNAKE JOOSE*

SAMPLER #2

No beer defines the spirit of 10 Barrel
Denver quite like this magical elixir. Intense hop notes of white grapefruit,
mango and passionfruit nestle on a soft malt backbone, slowly but surely
sneaking up on you like a snake in the grass. - 6
IPA W/ MAIZE / IBU 52 / ABV 7.8%

SMACK THE LIP
INDIA PALE ALE / IBU 70/ ABV 7.2%

This IPA was brewed by Ben Shirley, our San Diego Brewmaster. This bright
and tropical west coast IPA is a true depiction of his love for hops, San
Diego, and surfing. - 6

			

DARK
S1NIST0R

BLACK ALE / IBU 28 / ABV 5.7% SAMPLER #8

This beer has been around almost as long as the brewery. Don’t be fooled
by the name, this dark beer is light bodied and smooth with hints of
chocolate and coffee. S1nist0r has an “ask for it by name” cult following.

-6

*Brewed here at our Denver pub by Kay Witkiewicz

THE OTHER OPTIONS
SUMMER SWILL BEER “COCKTAIL”
SWILL ON THE BEACH - 6

-2/3 Swill American Radler
-1/3 Bon & Viv Grapefruit Spiked Seltzer
-topped with LQD Hard Pineapple Coconut Water
-Served over ice, garnished with candied grapefruit peel.

RASPBERRY CRUSHIE- 7

Just in time for summer! Your favorite Raspberry Crush Sour is now a
Slushie! (availble to order on the rooftop only)

BEYOND BEER OPTIONS - $6

LQD-HARD PINEAPPLE COCONUT WATER ABV 4.2%
LQD-HARD PEACH GREEN TEA ABV 4.2%
LQD-HARD PASSIONFRUIT GREEN TEA ABV 5.2%
GRAPEFRUIT -HARD SELTZER ABV 4.5%
BLACKCHERRY/ROSEMARY-HARD SELTZER ABV 4.5%

10 SERIES SAMPLER
10 beers in one visit to the pub. Includes all staff picks of what we drink
after work. A variety of beers brewed on-site and at our other pubs.
Reference the Sampler #’s on the inside of the menu. - 14

5 SERIES SAMPLER (SUNDAY-FRIDAY)
Your chance to try any 5 beers that pique your interest. Choose wisely!
Ask our staff for help - 9 (Sorry - NOT available on Saturdays.)

INTERESTED IN HOSTING AN EVENT?
Please visit www.10barrel.com/banquet-rooms for inquiries and availability!

CHARITY OF THE MONTH

Come join us on Tuesday August 27th, from 5-9pm in support of this
month’s local charity partner. You can contribute all month long by
purchasing one of our ‘Drink It Forward’ shirts for $20.
10 Barrel - Denver is proud to partner with local charities every month!

FOLLOW 10 BARREL

BEER
LIST

FOLLOW THE DENVER PUB @DRINKBEERDENVER
BEER TO GO
6/12/15 PACKS: GROWLERS:
JOE IPA - 10
Swill- 10
Cucumber Crush-13
Raspberry Crush-13
Apoc IPA - 10
Pearl IPA - 10
Trail Beer-10
Crush Mix Pack-(12) -22

64oz Glass- Empty - 8
64oz Glass + Fill - 15

REFILLS: 64OZ - 10 / 32OZ - 7

Fifty/Fifty Growlers:
Fifty/Fifty64oz w/ Fill-45
Yeti Rambler Growlers:
Rambler 32oz w/ fill-30
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